
Literature Circle Roles 

Vocabulary Enricher/Word Wizard 

Name _____________________________     Circle _____________________________ 

Meeting Date _______________________     Reading Assignment ________________ 

Book ___________________________________________________________________ 

Vocabulary Enricher/Word Wizard: The words a writer chooses are an important 
ingredient of the author’s craft.  Your job is to be on the lookout for a few words that 
have special meaning in today’s reading selection.

Jot down puzzling or unfamiliar words while you are reading. Later, look up the 
definitions in either a dictionary or some other source.   
You may also run across words that stand out somehow in the reading – words 
that are repeated a lot, used in an unusual way, or are crucial to the meaning 
of the text.  Mark these special words, too, and be ready to share your ideas on 
their usage to the group. 

Note: When discussing vocabulary, you should always refer back to the text in order to 
examine the word in context. 

Word Pg. # & Paragraph Definition Reason/Plan for 
Discussion 


	Name: Maya Patel
	Circle: 4
	Meeting Date: Dec. 10th
	Reading Assignment: 97-133
	Book: The Tattooist of Auschwitz
	WordRow1: "vacant""swagger stick""kapo""bastardized""wayward""latrines""magnanimous""barracks"
	Pg   ParagraphRow1: #99 (who seem to be the walking dead: vacant eyes...")#100 ("He sits tapping his tall leather boot with his swagger stick")#101 ("...reserved in each block for the kapo...')#101 ("they communicate in a bastardized form of Hungarian...")#107 ("...as wayward strands escape from her tight bun...")#111 ("Perhaps you'd like to take a break and clean the latrines instead?"#118 ("...a magnanimous gesture from a starving man.")#123 ("A drunken Baretski stumbles into his room in the barracks..."
	DefinitionRow1: -having or showing no intelligence of interest, blank face-short stick usually carried by a uniformed person as a symbol of authority-a prisoner in a Nazi concentration camp who was assigned by the SS guards to supervise forced labor or carry out administrative tasks-lower quality or value than the original form-difficult to control or predict because of unusual behaviour-normally a communal toilet or outhouse-generous or forgiving attitude-a building or group of buildings used to house a specific group of people
	ReasonPlan for DiscussionRow1: -this word really works to create a vivid image for readers. -new term for me. we hear about it being used in a scene-what is the significance of this item?-gives us some more insight into some other roles at Auschwitz-haven't seen this word used before-this word really symbolizes the feelings of uncertainty about what will happen next. Important aspect of the story and real life experience. -helps to create imagery for readers about the environment of the camp-contradicts what we would believe is the whole concentration camp experience so it was interesting seeing this word being used in this type of book.-haven't really seen this term used before


